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January 17, 2014
Mr.
New York, NY 10017
Dear,
As requested, we have conducted an inspection of the above properties to estimate the insurable value and replacement cost (new) of the fee simple estate of the improvements currently
occupying the subject site. Our inspection of the building was conducted on November 21,
2013, the effective date of the appraisal.
The subject property is a converted (from rental) condominium apartment building known as the.
The subject properties comprise the tax lot. The gross area for the lot is approximately 50,000
sq. ft. based on dimensions of 200.83’ fronting Central Park West and a depth on both West
62nd and West 63rd Streets of 250’ extending westward from Central Park West. The subject
building contains several bilaterally symmetrical singular improvements built around an interior
courtyard extending westward from the rear of the improvement fronting Central Park West to
the subject’s property line in the rear. Both 12 and 19 story buildings flank this inner courtyard
area. The edifice fronting Central Park West also contains two (2) additional residential towers
on its south and north ends comprising an additional 13 stories.
In our opinion, the replacement value (new) of the subject improvement at, via a modified Cost
Approach methodology, as of the effective date of November 21, 2013, is:
REPLACEMENT VALUE NEW
THREE HUNDRED FIFTY-FIVE MILLION DOLLARS
$355,000,000
Likewise, in our opinion, the insurable value of the subject improvement, as of the effective
date of November 21, 2013, is:
INSURABLE VALUE
THREE HUNDRED TWENTY MILLION DOLLARS
$320,000,000

Mr.
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Our valuation reflects the following:
1. Ownership of the realty is held in a fee simple estate reflecting the property’s ownership
interests as separate condominium units and approximately sixteen (16) commercial
units. We assume that the overall property complies with all local codes.
2. A modified Cost Approach to value is considered an appropriate valuation methodology
for the subject because the purpose of the appraisal is to determine the insurable value
of the subject building as well as the replacement cost (new) for the entire improvement
as a single entity composed of the aforementioned individual residential condominium
apartments.
3.

The aforementioned values have been calculated utilizing costing estimates from the
Marshall and Swift Costing manual for the years 2013-2014. In addition, material in the
appraiser’s files was consulted for additional costing data. Normally the Cost Approach
is based upon a formulation where depreciation is subtracted from the replacement cost
(new) to arrive at a depreciated replacement cost to which the value of the underlying
land is added. The appraisal assignment is to determine the insurable value, which is the
replacement cost new (i.e., without depreciation) less a percentage for non-insurable
items. Neither depreciation nor the subject’s land value are required to derive this value;
hence, the modification of the Cost Approach formula. Given the nature of the value
sought, neither the Sales Comparison nor the Income Approaches are suitable because both methodologies are designed to measure different aspects of real property in
order to arrive at their respective determinations of value.

4.

According to the Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practices (USPAP)
Standard 2-2 (a), the enclosed report is considered a narrative Appraisal Report.

5. This appraisal report sets forth all the limiting conditions affecting the analysis, opinions
and conclusions contained in this report. This appraisal report has been made in conformity with, and is subject to, the requirements of the Code of Professional Ethics and
Standards of Professional Conduct of the Columbia Society of Appraisers and the Uniform Standard of Professional Appraisal Practice as imposed by the Department of State
for New York State.
To the best of our knowledge, our appraisal was prepared in accordance with the Uniform
Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice (USPAP), Title XI (and amendments) of the Financial Institutions Reform, Recovery & Enforcement Act of 1989 (FIRREA).

Mr.
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Our report fully explains our logic and reasoning for arriving at the above value conclusions and
is subject to the limiting conditions appearing in the addendum.
It has been a pleasure to be of service to you and your valuation needs. If you should have any
questions, please do not hesitate to call.

Very truly yours,

January 17, 2014
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PURPOSE, FUNCTION, INTENDED USER AND DATE OF APPRAISAL
The purpose of the appraisal is to estimate the insurable and replacement values of the fee
simple estate of the subject property. The date of inspection was November 21, 2013. The intended use of the report is for insurance purposes.
TYPE OF APPRAISAL
This report is considered a narrative Appraisal Report, according to the Uniform Standards of
Appraisal Practice (USPAP) Standard 2-2 (a). This report does not consider the Income Approach or the Sales Comparison Approach since neither of these methodologies determines
insurable value. There is only one component of the Cost Approach that yields the value
sought. This is based on the calculation of the improvement’s replacement/reproduction cost.
SCOPE OF WORK
a)

We viewed the improved site of the subject property on November 21, 2013.

b)

We have investigated available market data for use in determining the replacement cost
(new) of the subject improvement. Replacement cost (new) is a primary component of the
Cost Approach and is the key determinant of insurable value.

c)

The appraiser’s investigations included research of public records using commercial
sources of data and references to construction and material costs. At the appraiser’s discretion, some data was used without personal verification, if, in the appraiser’s opinion,
that data appeared to be correct. The appraiser only reported the data deemed pertinent
to the valuation problem.

d)

We have not investigated and analyzed any pertinent easements, tax abatements or exemptions or restrictions on the fee simple estate ownership of the subject property as of
the date of value since none of these items was germane to the determination of the insurable value.

e)

The improvement is utilized as a luxury condominium apartment residence. Each unit sold
is considered real property and is evidenced by a deed. Individual alterations or interior
modifications of individual apartments by purchasers were given no consideration. Since
individual unit ownership is not a key consideration to the values sought by this appraisal,
neither was consideration given to the ownership of any units by the condominium board.

f)

We have analyzed the data found and reached conclusions regarding the replacement
and insurable value, as defined in the report, of the subject properties as of the date of
value using appropriate valuation approaches.

g)

We have prepared the appraisal in compliance with the Uniform Standards of Professional
Appraisal Practice as promulgated by the Appraisal Foundation.

h)

We will not be responsible for ascertaining the existence of any toxic waste or other contamination present on or off the site. The appraiser will, however, report any indications of
toxic waste or contaminants that may affect value if they are readily apparent during the
appraiser’s investigations. The appraiser cautions the user of the report that the appraiser
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is not expert in such matters and that the appraiser may overlook contamination that might
be readily apparent to parties who are experts in such matters.
i)

We applied a modification of the Cost Approach, which is necessary for credible results
given the intended use, property characteristics, and type of value sought. Consequently,
we developed an estimate of insurable value based upon relevant, approximate material
costs that, if necessary, would be involved to replace the existing improvements in accordance with their current landmark status. A separate land valuation was not part of the
analysis because this was not required in order to determine the value sought in the assignment.

j)

Both the replacement and insurable values developed in this appraisal do not address any
insurance additions or exclusions that might be operative from an insurance underwriting
standard. Insurance additions or exclusions are computed on the basis of items specifically included or excluded from coverage by the policy and its riders and endorsements.
Since this appraisal assignment was not related to a specific insurance policy, its only
guideline was to establish a replacement and insurable value based on generic valuation
considerations. Any specific adjustments for specific insurance coverage would have to be
determined separately and, therefore, is out of the scope of work for this assignment.

k)

We have prepared a Narrative Appraisal Report, as defined in USPAP Standards 2-2 (a),
which will include photographs of the subject property, descriptions of the subject neighborhood, the site, the improvements on the site, a description of the zoning, landmark
analysis and historical description as related to exterior reproduction costs, a Reconciliation and Final Value Estimate and conclusion, and other data deemed by the appraiser to
be relevant to the assignment. Pertinent data and analysis not included in the report may
be retained in appraiser’s files.
EXPOSURE TIME

Exposure time is not a relevant concept in light of the value sought since the replacement or
reproduction costs that comprise the determination of the subject’s insurable value are not subject to normal marketing considerations as in the actual sale of real or personal property.
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DEFINITION OF INTEREST APPRAISED
A fee simple estate1 is defined as an absolute fee - a fee without limitations to any particular
class of heirs or restrictions, but subject to the four powers of government and taxation - an inheritable estate.
Replacement Cost2 is the estimated cost to construct, at current prices as of the effective date
of the appraisal, a building with utility equivalent to the building being appraised, using modern
materials and current standards, design and layout. When this cost basis is used some existing
obsolescence in the property is assumed to be cured.
Reproduction Cost3 is the estimated cost to construct, at current prices as of the effective date
of the appraisal, an exact duplicate or replica of the building being appraised, using the same
materials, construction standards, design, layout, and quality of workmanship and embodying all
the deficiencies, superadequacies, and obsolescence of the subject building.
Condominium4 is a form of fee ownership of separate units or positions of multi-unit buildings
that provides for formal filing and recording of a divided interest in real property.
A hypothetical condition is that which is contrary to what exists but is supposed for the purpose of analysis.
An extraordinary assumption is an assumption, directly related to a specific assignment,
which, if found to be false, could alter the appraiser’s opinions or conclusions.

DEFINITION OF INSURABLE VALUE5
Insurable value is defined as follows:
1) The portion of the value of an asset or asset group that is acknowledged or recognized
under the provisions of an applicable loss insurance policy.

2) Value used by insurance companies as the basis for insurance. Often considered to be
replacement or reproduction cost less deterioration and non-insurable items. Sometimes
cash value or market value but often entirely a cost concept. (Marshall & Swift)

1

The Dictionary of Real Estate Appraisal, 3rd Edition, Appraisal Institute, pg. 140
ibid, pg. 303
3
ibid, pg. 304
4
ibid, pg. 71
5
ibid, pg. 184
2
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APPRAISAL PROBLEM: METHODOLOGY
The valuation techniques generally employed to estimate market value are the Sales Comparison Approach, the Income Approach, and the Cost Approach. However, because the valuation being sought via this appraisal is for the insurable value, only the Cost Approach contains
a factor that relates directly to the determination of this type of value. This factor is the replacement cost (new) associated with the subject improvement.
The subject property consists of a singular improved site. The site is improved with a residential
complex of several, story-layered buildings which are bilaterally symmetrical along both West
and West Streets and are constructed around an inner courtyard that extends approximately
188 feet from the rear of the front (CPW fronting) building to the rear property line. The building
outline around the courtyard can best be viewed from the site sketch on page (X) of the report.
According to the public record, the buildings contain approximately 426 residential condominium
apartments and sixteen (16) commercial units. However, it is quite possible that the actual current number of apartments has changed due to adjacent apartments being purchased and
joined. As of July 9, 1985 the New York City Landmark Preservation Commission designated
the building as a landmark building, specifically for its Art Deco architectural style. In 1988 the
building management issued its declaration converting the building to condominium ownership.
In addition to its individual landmark designation, the subject property also is situated at the
southern border of the Upper West Side/Central Park West Historic District.
As previously stated, neither the Sales Comparison nor Income Approaches to value are relevant to the estimate of value sought by the client. The Cost Approach in its entirety is also not
completely relevant either, but one of its component parts is.
The Cost Approach is based upon the value of the land, under its highest and best use, plus
the depreciated replacement cost of the improvements. The replacement cost (new) and,
where appropriate, reproduction cost (new) are the key components of an insurable value determination because these amounts ultimately factor into any insurance loss calculation should
some calamity befall the improvement. It is the improvement and not the land that is insured.
Land is not a depreciable asset and since its value is not a determining factor as to insurable
value, a land value was irrelevant to the value estimate requested.
Three (3) traditional cost-estimating methods can be utilized to determine replacement / reproduction costs. They are the comparative-unit method, the unit-in-place method and the
quantity survey method.
The quantity survey method produces a cost estimate based on a detailed inventory of labor,
materials and equipment utilized in the subject improvement. This is the most comprehensive of
the three (3) methodologies since it itemizes the exact quantities used in the improvement’s
construction. However, because of its degree of specificity, a contractor, an architect or a professional cost estimator as opposed to an appraiser most often applies it. The format associated
with this method is usually mirrored in the construction budgets and hard costs created by architects and construction managers for specific projects. Given the age of the subject buildings
at close to 90 years, hard costs associated with the original construction would be mostly irrelevant today.
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The comparative-unit method is used to derive a cost estimate in terms of dollars per unit of
area. This method employs the known costs of similar structures adjusted for market conditions
and physical differences. These adjustments are usually made by the use of factors that account for location differences and their effect on construction costs.
Unit costs vary in size; all else being equal, unit costs decrease as buildings increase in area.
This is because plumbing, heating units, elevators, doors, windows and similar building components do not usually cost proportionately more in a larger building than a smaller one. Due to
the uncomplicated nature of this method, it is widely used. It is one of the methods used in costing manuals and is employed in this appraisal.
The unit-in-place method or segregated cost method differs from the quantity survey method
in so far as it estimates the cost of various improvement sub-components in their entirety and
not as a quantification of specific items. Thus, the unit-in-place method might indicate the entire
cost of an improvement’s basement or roof while the quantity survey method would further itemize the quantities of each item used in the construction of each of these building sections. Most
often the hard costs presented by the architect or the construction manager are a combination
of the unit-in-place and the quantity survey methods.
In order to determine the replacement/reproduction cost associated with the subject building, a
search has been made for the data needed to compile an effective estimate of itemized costs
through the use of costing manuals and, if possible, any actual hard costs associated with any
exterior restoration. This market-derived information will be processed into a value estimate utilizing a combination of the three (3) cost-estimating methods described previously.
All of the above considerations manifest themselves throughout the data reviewed in connection
with this appraisal report.
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PROPERTY INSPECTION

APPRAISER
PETER VON NESSI, CSA-G

DATE

CONTACT

11/21/2013

REDACTED INFO

OCCUPANCY AND LEASES AFFECTING SUBJECT PROPERTY
According to public records the subject property was converted to condominium ownership in
1988. The project’s apartments have been individually marketed to the public since that time.
According to the building’s general manager, some units still house rent controlled and/or stabilized tenants. However, the occupancy of the building has no relevance to the insurable value
being determined and reported in this appraisal because the appraisal estimate of insurable
value does not consider occupancy nor does it account for any personal property that is contained in sold, rented or otherwise occupied units.

TRANSFER OF PROPERTY WITHIN THE PAST 3 YEARS
As a very sizable condominium building with hundreds of units owned by the general public,
there are numerous individual property (apartment) transfers in any given year. None of these
transfers have any relevance to the type of value defined in the Scope of Work for this appraisal.
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AREA ANALYSIS
The subject is located in the Borough of Manhattan (New York County), in the City and State of
New York.
Manhattan Island is part of the borough of Manhattan that also contains several smaller adjacent islands such as Randall’s Island, Ward’s Island, Roosevelt Island, Governor’s Island, Liberty Island and Ellis Island. Manhattan Island is located at the mouth of the Hudson River bound
on the east by the East River, on the south by Greater NY Bay, on the west by the Hudson River and on the north by the Harlem River. It comprises an area of approximately 23 square miles
and is one of the most densely populated areas in the world. There are approximately 71,201
residents per square mile. It is twelve miles long and 2½ miles wide (at the widest point),
It is considered the social, intellectual, artistic, commercial and financial "capital" of the United
States. The Borough and its neighbors, Brooklyn, Bronx, Queens and Staten Island, form the
largest city in the country.
During the past two decades, New York City has demonstrated a vitality and resiliency, which
has enabled it to adapt to fundamental changes in both national and local economies. Increasingly, the City functions as the service hub around which the most populous and diversified economic region in the U.S. revolves.
New York is increasingly becoming a service industry related city, as the number of manufacturing jobs has decreased and the number of white-collar jobs has increased. Factory employment
has decreased since World War II but New York gained many new jobs with the increases being
largely in finance, insurance, real estate and construction. New York City is and will continue to
be dominated by service industries such as legal, accounting, advertising and computers.
In conclusion, New York's population and employment characteristics rank it as one of the
premier cities of the world.
POPULATION
Manhattan has an approximate population of 1,619,090 as of 2012 based on Department of City
Planning estimates adopted by the Census Bureau in July 2012, as compared to 1,585,873 in
the 2010 census, an increase of 2.1%.
Manhattan’s per capita income in 2010 was approximately $59,149 making it the wealthiest of
the 62 counties in New York State and contributing to New York State’s ranking as sixth wealthiest in the United States.
Projections for the next decade are relatively stable in all areas.
AREA TRANSPORTATION
Six-lane parkways and expressways encircling its perimeter provide access throughout Manhattan. The FDR Drive extends from the Battery up to the 125th Street where it becomes the Harlem River Drive extending up to Inwood, the most northern neighborhood on Manhattan Island
(the community of Marble Hill is also part of Manhattan, but it is situated on the Bronx side of the
Harlem River). The Henry Hudson Parkway, also known as the West Side Highway, serves the
west side of Manhattan. It too, has its terminus at the Battery. Many major arterials traverse east
west in various sections of Manhattan. These arterials are 42nd Street, 57th Street, 125th Street,
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34th Street, 23rd Street, 14th Street and Canal Street. The outer boroughs are connected via various bridges over the East and Harlem Rivers as well as two (2) tunnels. The west side has the
Lincoln and Holland tunnels and the George Washington Bridge connecting Manhattan to New
Jersey.
Manhattan’s excellent bus and subway system and private cabs allows for convenient transportation within the borough as well as travel to the outer boroughs. There are also several express
buses servicing the outer boroughs as well.
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NEIGHBORHOOD ANALYSIS
The subject building is located at the southeastern section of the Upper West Side’s north-south
boundaries, i.e., West 59th Street to West 110th Street. The east-west boundaries for the neighborhood are The Hudson River to the west and Central Park to the east.
Some of the city’s priciest real estate is situated on the Upper West Side including high-end,
multi-room, luxury condo and co-op apartments lining Central Park along Central Park West and
those lining both sides of Broadway, West End Avenue and Riverside Drive. However the area’s
residential real estate is not confined only to apartments. Numerous blocks in this zone contain
expensive townhouses and city mansions, many of which are designated as landmarks themselves. In addition, the Avenues stretching north to south contain many exclusive shops, designer boutiques, name stores such as Hugo Boss, Cole Haan and Coach, restaurants, and
smaller stores offering a plethora of goods and services one might desire in a city as large and
diverse as Manhattan. This neighborhood also houses a number of the city’s prominent cultural
attractions such as the Museum of Natural History, Lincoln Center, Beacon Theater and many
lesser-known points of interest.
Given the expanse of the Upper West Side boundaries, the area also contains a number of subneighborhoods such as Lincoln Square and Manhattan Valley. In addition, large areas of the
Upper West Side are designated as historic districts in their own right. The subject is situated in
the Upper West Side/Central Park West historical district extending from West 62nd to West 96th
Street along Central Park West. This neighborhood was designated a historical landmark by the
Landmarks Preservation Commission on April 24, 1990.
Many of the neighborhood side streets (those numbered as West 59 to West 110th) contain primarily residences and other service establishments such as schools, houses of worship and the
like. The side streets are filled with architecturally interesting townhouse and multi-story mansion type residences.
In addition to architecturally important structures, the area abounds with museums such as the
American Museum of Natural History, The Children’s Museum of Manhattan and the American
Folk Art Museums and some prestigious schools such as the Juilliard School of Music and Columbia University, which lies just north of the upper boundary.
Transportation to the area is serviced by subway and bus transportation. Two subway lines
serve the Upper West Side. The IRT Broadway – Seventh Avenue Line (1 2 3 trains) runs along
Broadway making stops at 59th, 66th, 72nd, 79th, 86th, 96th, 103rd, 110th, and 116th streets.
The IND Eighth Avenue Line (A C B D trains) runs along Central Park West stopping at 59th,
72nd, 81st, 86th, 96th, 103rd, and 110th streets. There are five different bus routes that go up
and down the Upper West Side, as well as crosstown buses at every major intersection.
CONCLUSION
Manhattan has historically been a convenient and stable area for people who enjoy living in the
heart of New York City. Its functional transportation system combined with the diverse elements
of its population has contributed to the city’s success as the premier urban community. Its many
commercial districts represent a microcosm of world commerce, which is evidence of its economic vitality. Manhattan’s demographic projections indicate stability and continued growth for
the future.
NEW YORK, NY 10023
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The Upper West Side represents one of the city’s most upscale residential communities. Its
proximity to Central Park and other cultural icons, which represent some of the best the city, has
to offer, impart a highly desirable aura to the architecturally interesting residences and those
buildings with unobstructed views of the Park. The very high economic profile and desirability of
the neighborhood tends to insulate its residents from those economic forces that adversely impact other, less wealthy neighborhoods in the City. As a natural consequence of this economic
well-being, a degree of this same economic immunity tends to extend to real estate values as
well.
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SUBJECT PHOTOS

SUBJECT FRONTING CENTRAL PARK WEST

TYPICAL CENTRAL PARK VIEW FROM 12
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SUBJECT NEIGHBORHOOD

NEIGHBORHOOD MAP
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ZONING
Designed to be compatible with existing older neighborhoods, R10A districts differ from R10 districts in greater lot coverage and modified height and setback regulations. Typical buildings are
19-story apartment buildings with high lot coverage and street walls at the street line. This district is mapped only in Manhattan. Areas that conform to R10A district regulations are mapped
along the wide cross streets and avenues on the Upper West Side and Upper East Side.
The FAR in R10A districts is 10.0 that can be increased to 12.0 if lower-income housing is provided. The maximum building height and setbacks are determined by the building envelope,
which may not be penetrated by the building. The building envelope is controlled by the intersection of front and rear sky exposure planes that rise according to a specific ratio. Only the
front sky exposure plane is applicable on wide streets. The Quality Housing Program is mandatory in R10A districts.
R10A: General residence district
Maximum FAR: 10.0 (to 12.0 with lower-income housing)
Maximum lot coverage:
Corner lot 100%
Interior or through-lot 70%
Maximum street wall: 150 feet
Minimum lot area per DU: 79 square feet
Maximum DUs per acre: 581
Required parking: 40% of dwelling units
Quality Housing Program: Mandatory
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ZONING MAP
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SITE ANALYSIS & AREA CALCULATIONS

All utilities, including water, gas, electric, telephone, and sewers are available and connected to
the site. The topography of the site is level. We assume that soil conditions are appropriate for
the development.
Parking is limited on adjacent streets as determined by the City of New York. There is metered
parking on York Avenue and there are public garages on various streets.
The site is located in FEMA Flood Zone X that is outside a flood hazard area, according to the
Federal Emergency Management Agency's Flood Insurance Map 360497-0088F dated September 5, 2007.

The table on the following page details the site area and the area for the subject improvement.
as measured on the effective date of this appraisal, November 21, 2013. The table also contains an FAR calculation showing that the subject structures slightly exceed the current permitted zoning build amounts. However, the buildings’ construction is grandfathered due to their age
and construction prior to the implementation of current zoning regulations. Therefore, the entire
project is considered a legal, non-conforming structure.
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AREA CALCULATIONS FOR SITE AND IMPROVEMENTS
BUILDING AREA CALCULATIONS
BLOCK: , LOT: , AKA LOTS:
SITE AREA

WIDTH

DEPTH

200.83

250.00

UNITS

WIDTH

DEPTH

GROSS BUILDING FOOTPRINT

1

200.83

238.00

47,798 SF

LESS INNER COURTYARD

1

55

188

(10,340) SF

LESS REAR CUTOUTS

2

10

12.5

LESS MID-BUILDING CUTOUTS
LESS IMMEDIATE REAR CUTOUTS

2

25

25

2

24

24

Lot #
TOTAL LAND AREA (SF)
IMPROVEMENT AREA (ABOVE GRADE)

AREA
50,208 SF
50,208 SF

TOTAL 1ST STORY ABOVE GRADE AREA

AREA

(250) SF
(1,250) SF
(1,152) SF
34,806 SF

STORIES

x

12

SUB-TOTAL 1ST -12TH STORIES

+/-

417,666 SF

LESS TERRACE AREAS (12-STORY BLDG SECTIONS (2))

(6,568) SF

NET TOTAL 1ST -12TH STORIES

411,098 SF

FRONT & MID-BUILDING BUILD AREA

1

200.00

148.00

29,600 SF

LESS INNER COURTYARD
LESS SIDE CUTOUTS

1

55.00

98.00

(5,390) SF

2

24.00

24.00

(1,152) SF

= +/-

23,058 SF

PER STORY AREA FROM 13-19
STORIES 13-19

x

SUB-TOTAL 13TH - 19TH STORIES

= +/-

LESS TERRACE AREAS - (20-STORY BLDG SECTIONS (2))

7
161,406 SF

-

(13,916) SF

NET TOTAL 13TH - 19TH STORIES

= +/-

147,490 SF

NET TOTAL 1ST -12TH STORIES
NET TOTAL 13TH - 19TH STORIES

+

147,490 SF

TOTAL FOR LOWER PORTION OF SUBJECT (SANS TOWERS)

= +/-

565,156 SF

NET ABOVE GRADE BUILDING AREA

= +/-

565,156 SF

417,666 SF

TOTAL FOR LOWER PORTION OF SUBJECT (SANS TOWERS)

565,156 SF

BASEMENT AREA
TOWER DIMENSIONS

417,666 SF
1

63.00

PLUS REAR EXTENSION

55.00
+

3,465 SF
575 SF

AREA PER RESIDENTIAL FLOOR
ACTUAL STORIES 20-31

= +/x

12

TOTAL RESIDENTIAL TOWER AREA
PLUS TOP MECHANICAL FLOORS

= +/-

48,480 SF

2

63.00

4,040 SF

55.00

6,930 SF

SINGLE TOTAL TOWER AREA
# OF TOWERS

= +/-

55,410 SF

COMBINED TOWER AREA

= +/-

110,820 SF

+

147,490 SF

x

2

SUBJECT BUILDING ABOVE GRADE AREA
NET TOTAL 1ST -12TH STORIES

411,098 SF

NET TOTAL 13TH - 19TH STORIES
NET TOTAL TOWER AREA

+

TOTAL BUILDING AREA
TOTAL BUILDING ABOVE GRADE AREA

= +/-

GROSS BUILDING AREA (GBA)
INNER COURTYARD

+/-

669,408 SF
1,087,075 SF

UNITS

WIDTH

DEPTH

COURTYARD AREA

1

55.00

188.00

PLUS FAR REAR CUTOUT

2

12.50

10.00

250 SF

PLUS MID-BUILDING CUTOUT
PLUS NEAR REAR CUTOUT

2

25.00

25.00

1,250 SF

2

24.00

24.00

1,152 SF

+/-

12,992 SF

TOTAL INNER COURTYARD AREA
F.A.R. (FLOOR AREA RATIO)

AREA
10,340 SF

F.A.R.

R10A/L F.A.R.
LESS Actual F.A.R. for Subject (Above Grade)

10.0

Available Excess F.A.R.
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110,820 SF
669,408 SF

NA

Total FAR used

13.33

Excess/(DEFICIT) FAR

(3.33)

+/-

502,075 SF

+/-

(669,408) SF

NA

(167,333) SF
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TERRACE AREA EXCLUSIONS
STORY
CLASS

APT #

TERR AREA (SF)

STORY
CLASS

APT #

TERR AREA (SF)

12-STORY

10Y

256

12-STORY

10B

256

12-STORY

10Z

116

12-STORY

10C

116

11th &12th FLOORS ABOVE

744

11th &12th FLOORS ABOVE

12-STORY

52

12-STORY

11th &12th FLOORS ABOVE

104

11th &12th FLOORS ABOVE

104

12-STORY

12T*

289

12-STORY

12E

289

12-STORY

12W*

261

12-STORY

12D

261

12-STORY

12Y

1,038

12-STORY

12B

1,038

12Z

424

12-STORY

TOTAL

3,284

10X

12-STORY

10A

744
52

12C

424

TOTAL

3,284

*12T & 12W Labeled 12X on Plans

STORY
CLASS

APT #

TERR AREA (SF)

STORY
CLASS

APT #

TERR AREA (SF)

20-STORY

17R

388

20-STORY

17J

388

20-STORY
17T
18th, 19th & 20th FLOORS

320

20-STORY
17E
18th, 19th & 20th FLOORS

320

ABOVE

2,124

ABOVE

2,124

20-STORY

19R

224

20-STORY

19I

224

20-STORY

19T

322

20-STORY

19E

322

20th FLOOR ABOVE

546

20th FLOOR ABOVE

546

20-STORY

20R

234

20-STORY

20E/G

417

20-STORY

20T

270

20-STORY

20 Q/O (20Z)

614

20-STORY

20I

234

20-STORY

20J

20-STORY

20U

614

189

20-STORY

20H

20-STORY

189

20V

147

20-STORY

19J

20-STORY

790

19Q

790

20th FLOOR ABOVE

790

TOTAL

6,958

STORY
CLASS

APT #

TERR AREA (SF)

32-STORY

32Q

575

32-STORY

32J

575

TOTAL

1,150

20th FLOOR ABOVE
TOTAL

790
6,958

TOTAL TERRACE AREA RECAP
12-STRY N/S

6,568

20-STRY N/S

13,916

TOWERS

1,150
TOTAL

21,634

Note: The above terrace areas were excluded from the building area calculations on the preceding page because terraces do not include any structural material.
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SITE MAPS

REDACTED INFORMATION

PLOT MAP

REDACTED INFORMATION

FLOOD MAP 360497-0088F; DATED SEPTEMBER 7, 2005
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HISTORICAL DESCRIPTION OF IMPROVEMENTS

REDACTED INFORMATION
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Summarized descriptive details are as follows:
EXTERIOR AND SUPERSTRUCTURE
Foundation:

Reinforced Concrete Brick & Steel

Exterior Walls:

Brick; glazed terracotta, tanned brick

Exterior Doors:

Main entry doors are glass framed with stainless steel and brass. Apartment outer doors
are metal with a wood core

Roof:

Compound Material

Windows:

A combination of original painted steel, single
glaze and modern bronze aluminum double
glaze

Floor Structure:

Poured concrete

Exterior Stairs

Concrete with wrought iron railings concrete
treads; glazed brick exterior walls

Balconies

Non-accessible, wrought iron railings with presumably glazed terracotta and concrete surfaces

Exterior Lighting:

Incandescent / Fluorescent

Courtyards:

Central open air; scored concrete with drainage and planters, terracotta tiles and gravel

INTERIOR
Floor Covering:

Apartments - Wood/ Ceramic tile in baths
Main Lobby – Terrazzo
Upper Floor Hallway – Ceramic tile and carpet
floor covering

Ceiling & Lighting:

Fluorescent /Incandescent/Halogen

Wall Cover:

Lobby – Wood Veneer / Plaster / Marble
Upper Floor Hallways – Plaster and some with
wallpaper
Apartments – Original apartments plaster.
Renovated units contain a combination of
plaster and sheetrock

Interior Doors:

Solid core wood
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MECHANICAL SYSTEMS
Heat:

Three Federal A.L. Eastmond and Sons oil
burners (2000) – good condition

Plumbing:

Combination of copper and brass

Electrical:

Similar mains for each building

Fire Protective Features:

Sprinkler in basement
Fire standpipes in stairwells

ACCESS
Elevators

Multiple elevators accessing various sections
of subject i.e., tower, 12-story building, etc.
Main elevators – 2,000 lb. capacity

Street:

West 62nd Street; West 63rd Street; Central
Park West

CONDITION OF BUILDINGS
The subject building appeared to be in overall good condition and has been well maintained.
Only one (1) apartment unit was inspected since the appraisal’s scope of work is focused on the
replacement value of the entire structure and not the sale of individual condominium apartments.
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SUBJECT PHOTOS

REDACTED INFORMATION

REDACTED INFORMATION

CENTRAL PARK WEST FACING SOUTH
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SUBJECT PHOTOS

REAR OF CPW FRONTING BUILDING

INNER COURTYARD
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SUBJECT PHOTOS

REAR OF CPW FRONTING BUILDING

SOUTH MID-BUILDING & REAR SOUTH TOWER

FAR REAR SOUTH BUILDING PORTION

MAIN LOBBY ENTRY

MAIN LOBBY AREA FACING NORTH

MAIN LOBBY AREA FACING SOUTH
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SUBJECT PHOTOS

NORTH SIDE MAIN ELEVATOR BANK

TYPICAL ELEVATOR INTERIOR

NORTH SIDE MID-BUILDING ENTRY

NORTH SIDE MID-BUILDING ENTRY LOBBY

TYPICAL LOBBY BURL WALL VENEER

TYPICAL LOBBY & MAIN HALL FURNITURE
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SUBJECT PHOTOS

TYPICAL LOBBY WINDOW

LOBBY LIGHTING FIXTURE – ART DECO MOTIF

STEEL REAR LOBBY DOOR TO YARD

TYPICAL LOBBY WINDOW TREATMENT

SOUTH MID-BUILDING ENTRY FOYER

REAR COMMON PATIO
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SUBJECT PHOTOS

NORTH SIDE REAR ELEVATORS

TYPICAL ELEVATOR ROOM – SOUTH SIDE

TYPICAL BASEMENT LAUNDRY – SOUTH

SUB-BASEMENT MAIN BOILER ROOM

MAIN OIL BURNERS

SUB-BASEMENT WATER FILTRATION
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SUBJECT PHOTOS

SUB-BASEMENT SPRINKLER SYSTEM

BOILER COPPER PIPING

SUB-BASEMENT ADDITIONAL OIL BURNER

TYPICAL STAIRWELL – SOUTH SIDE

LR ORIGINAL CONDITION UNIT

OPPOSITE END VIEW OF LR
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SUBJECT PHOTOS

MASTER BEDROOM NE CORNER

MASTER BEDROOM VIEW

MASTER BATH

KITCHEN VIEW

ANOTHER KITCHEN VIEW

BATHROOM #2
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SUBJECT IMPROVEMENT CPW SKETCH

REDACTED INFORMATION
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APPRAISAL PROCESS
The valuation set forth in this report is an estimate of insurable value, defined as:
1) The portion of the value of an asset or asset group that is acknowledged or recognized
under the provisions of an applicable loss insurance policy.
2) Value used by insurance companies as the basis for insurance. Often considered to be
replacement or reproduction cost less deterioration and non-insurable items. Sometimes
cash value or market value but often entirely a cost concept. (Marshall & Swift)
In order to develop an insurable value estimate, consideration is usually confined to those aspects of the Cost Approach that are concerned with the determination of an improvement’s
cost to build or replace it. The two (2) other value methodologies, the Sales Comparison and
Income Approaches, do not address the factors necessary to determine the inherent costs to
replace an improvement should it be damaged or destroyed. Therefore, a modification of the
Cost Approach is the method deemed most appropriate to apply in the case of insurable value.
The Cost Approach is based on the proposition that the informed purchaser would pay no
more than the cost of producing a substitute property with the same utility as the subject property. The methodology behind this approach is to estimate the cost to replace the structure, less
any accrued depreciation. Then the value of the land is added to this amount. However, this approach to value is most suitable when the subject improvement is relatively new or yet to be
constructed and for which under both circumstances, accrued depreciation is low or nonexistent. It is also the preferred methodology when the improvement to be appraised is unusual
or a one-of-a-kind property such as a museum, a church, or a monument type building, etc.
Because the subject improvement fits the above criteria, a modified Cost Approach is deemed
the most suitable valuation methodology for the subject. The “modification” has to do with the
lack of need for a separate land value. Insurable value is concerned exclusively with the replacement of the insured improved structure. Land value does not enter into this determination.
Therefore, the application of the Cost Approach with this appraisal will confine itself to the determination of the replacement and/or reproduction cost of the subject improvement. We have
considered the Marshall Swift Valuation Service as utilized by New York City’s Department of
Financing Assessment division in developing our cost estimate.
We determined our value on a unit basis, i.e., on a per square foot basis with a segmented cost
value for the above grade exterior as separate from the basement and foundation of the buildings. Because the subject is designated a landmark by the City of New York, its exterior must be
maintained in its original condition. This is one of the stipulations covering the designation of a
building to landmark status. All exterior appearances that can be seen from the street must remain in their original historic condition.
The Income Approach is essentially a procedure, which converts anticipated cash flows into a
total value estimate. Capitalization is the method of converting cash flow(s) into a present value.
This approach to value is most applicable to income producing type properties and does not
apply to the subject due to the nature of the replacement value sought and the irrelevance of
measurable investment income in that regard. In addition, this methodology does not provide
insurable value, which was the basis for this appraisal’s scope of work.
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The Sales Comparison Approach is based on the process of analyzing bona fide sales of
similar, recently sold properties in order to estimate the most probable sales price (market value) of the subject property. Typically, units of comparison are developed and applied to the subject property, adjustments are made to the sales prices of the comparables based upon these
elements of comparison, and through this adjustment process a value estimate is produced.
This approach is predicated upon the economic principle that when several similar or commensurate commodities, goods or services are available, the one with the lowest price will attract
the greatest demand and widest distribution. This approach also was deemed unsuitable because it yields a market value, which is not the type of value sought by the client. In contrast,
insurable value is cost based on those construction attributes specific to the subject improvement. It is not a comparable sale problem.
According to the Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practices (USPAP) Standard 2-2
(a), the enclosed report is considered a narrative Appraisal Report.
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THE MODIFIED COST APPROACH
The value conclusion reached by the Cost Approach is the combination of the estimated value
of the land, as if unencumbered and at its highest and best use, and the estimated depreciated
replacement cost of the building.
Depreciation is measured from the time the property is completed and put into service. Since
the basis of the cost approach is the current value of the land under its highest and best use,
plus the current depreciated replacement cost of the improvements, the depreciation inherent in
the improvement has to be measured so that it can be deducted from the replacement cost new
in order for an accurate estimate of the value to be made as of the date of the appraisal. (It is
customary to add a percentage (15%) as an estimate of developer’s profit to the replacement
cost new). Algebraically, the Cost Approach formula looks as follows:
Cost Approach Value = Replacement Cost (New) – Depreciation + Site Value
Accrued depreciation is the loss in value that has occurred from the improvement’s inception
until the date of the appraisal.
1. The three main classification of accrued depreciation are:
a. Physical, curable and incurable
b. Functional, curable and incurable due to deficiency excess.
c. Economic.
The land value is not germane to the development of an estimate of insurable value. Therefore,
no land analysis was completed.
As per the tables on the following pages, the replacement cost of the subject improvements
have been calculated utilizing cost amounts from the Marshall and Swift Cost manual for the
years 2013-2014. Given the eighty+ year age of the subject improvement, actual building hard
costs were not available and would be of little value even if they were available since prices
have increased exponentially over the decades. Finally, material in the appraiser’s files was
consulted for additional costing data.
We have calculated the replacement value for the improvement for the entire project taken as a
whole. Due to the effect of varying cost multipliers on different portions of the building, the calculated replacement value is based upon the Gross Building Area or GBA. GBA is the area of an
improvement including below grade areas but excluding unenclosed areas, measured from the
exterior of the walls. The replacement value of the entire subject improvement is $354,942 868
or $355,000,000 rounded. The replacement value psf for the Gross Building Area (GBA) of
1,087,075 SF is $326.56.
The insurable value, also based upon the same GBA area, totals $319,950,000 after a standard
deduction of (10%) for non-insurable items. The actual insurable value psf of GBA is $294.37.
The tables on the following two (2) pages itemize the calculations resulting in both the replacement (new) and insurable values.
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MODIFIED COST APPROACH
MARSHALL & SWIFT – REPLACEMENT COST
REPLACEMENT COST
DESCRIPTION (BLOCK: ; LOT: , AKA: )

MULTIPLIER

PRICE PSF

ABOVE GRADE - (1ST - 12TH STORY)
MARSHALL & SWIFT LUXURY APT BASE COST PSF
(SECT 11, PG #15, CLASS A GOOD)
INCREMENT OF .5% / FLOOR ABOVE 3 STORIES

$240.64
4.50%

$251.47

SPRINKLERS - GOOD PSF

+

$2.30

BASE COST PSF

=

$253.77

AREA MULTIPLIER

1.06

LOCAL MULTIPLIER
COMPLEX / CONGESTED AREA MULTIPLIER

1.45

ADJUSTED COST PSF
ABOVE GRADE AREA

$409.54
x

411,098

REPLACEMENT COST 1ST-12TH STORY

=

$168,361,271

1.05

ABOVE GRADE - (13TH - 19TH STORIES)
MARSHALL & SWIFT LUXURY APT BASE COST PSF
(SECT 11, PG #15, CLASS A GOOD)
INCREMENT OF .5% / FLOOR ABOVE 3 STORIES
SPRINKLERS - GOOD PSF

$240.64
8.00%

BASE COST PSF

$259.89
+

$2.30

=

$262.19

AREA MULTIPLIER

1.06

LOCAL MULTIPLIER
COMPLEX / CONGESTED AREA MULTIPLIER

1.45

ADJUSTED COST PSF
ABOVE GRADE AREA

$423.14
x

147,490

REPLACEMENT COST 13TH-19TH STORY

=

$62,408,919

1.05

ABOVE GRADE - TOWERS
MARSHALL & SWIFT LUXURY APT BASE COST PSF
(SECT 11, PG #15, CLASS A GOOD)
INCREMENT OF .5% / FLOOR ABOVE 3 STORIES
SPRINKLERS - GOOD PSF

$240.64
13.90%

BASE COST PSF

$274.09
+

$2.30

=

$276.39

AREA MULTIPLIER

1.06

LOCAL MULTIPLIER
COMPLEX / CONGESTED AREA MULTIPLIER

1.45

ADJUSTED COST PSF
ABOVE GRADE AREA

$446.05
x

110,820

REPLACEMENT COST TOWERS

=

$49,431,261

1.05

BASEMENT
BASE COST PER SF
INCREMENT OF .5% / FLOOR ABOVE 3 STORIES
SPRINKLERS - GOOD PSF

$95.33
13.90%

BASE COST PSF

$108.58
+

$2.30

=

$110.88

AREA MULTIPLIER

1.06

LOCAL MULTIPLIER

1.45

COMPLEX / CONGESTED AREA MULTIPLIER

1.05

ADJUSTED COST PSF

$178.95

BASEMENT AREA

x

417,666

BASEMENT REPLACEMENT COST

=

$74,741,417

TOTAL REPLACEMENT COST NEW (VALUE)
REPLACEMENT COST 1ST-12TH STORY

$168,361,271

REPLACEMENT COST 13TH-19TH STORY

$62,408,919

REPLACEMENT COST TOWERS
BASEMENT REPLACEMENT COST

$49,431,261

TOTAL REPLACEMENT COST NEW (VALUE)

$354,942,868

$74,741,417

SAY
REPLACEMENT COST PER SF OF GBA
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$355,000,000
$326.56
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COST APPROACH REPLACEMENT VALUE GRID NOTES
In order to determine a replacement for the subject property, we have utilized the Marshall and
Swift Valuation Services which publishes base costs that represent completely finished buildings in the physical or hard construction sense, but not necessarily completely finished projects,
which could include consideration for a variety of developmental and/or site improvement costs.
We utilized the calculator cost method, which averages the final costs of construction including
architects’ fees and contractors’ overhead and profit, sales taxes, permit fees and insurance
during construction. We begin our evaluation by determining a base cost for the structure based
on its building class and adding to it various multipliers and adjustments, which are outlined as
follows:
1) The building’s base costs fall into the category of a Class A Luxury Apartment HighRise, which includes high-end, owner-occupied condominiums. The base cost for
such structures is $240.64 psf.
2) Multi-story buildings require additional .5% adjustment for each story over three,
above grade up to thirty stories. Over thirty, the adjustment is .4% for each story over
thirty. This is added to the base cost figure.
3) Sprinklers are not included in the base costs. The subject currently has sprinklers only in the basement area. However, if the building were constructed today, it would require sprinkler system throughout the building under current construction guidelines
and requirements. This expense has been estimated at $2.30 psf and added to the
base cost figure.
4) The Marshall and Swift Area Multiplier indicates an adjustment for the regional area
of the country in which the construction is occurring.
5) The Marshall and Swift Local Multiplier takes into account the actual neighborhood
within a state where construction is to occur. In the case of the subject property, this
multiplier applies specifically to Manhattan.
6) The Marshall and Swift Complex/Congested Area Multiplier takes into account the
cost of building in congested area as opposed to outlying areas. Sidewalks must be
barricaded or roofed for the protection of pedestrians. Due to the lack of adequate
space, material storage and handling is often more costly. Bordering properties must
often be protected.
7) The cost estimate grid is divided into separate sections because different multipliers
affect different area circumstances. When the area for the building was calculated,
the building was divided based upon its story height and not the physical sections as
they appear to the eye. Therefore, the first entire 12 stories was considered one section, the next entire seven (7) stories as another section, and the towers elevations
as yet another section.
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INSURABLE VALUE GRID
INSURABLE VALUE
REPLACEMENT COST NEW
LESS: NON-INSURABLE ITEMS

$355,000,000
-10%

($35,500,000)

NET INSURABLE VALUE
INSURABLE VALUE

$319,500,000

SAY

$320,000,000

INSURABLE VALUE PER SF OF GBA

$294.37

SAMPLE PREMIUM CALCULATION
INSURANCE @ 25¢ per $100 of Replacement Cost (New) Value (LOW)
PLUS 5% - 10% LANDMARK PREMIUM
INSURANCE @ 50¢ per $100 of Replacement Cost (New) Value
(AVERAGE)

$0.25
$840,000

$800,000
TO

$0.50

PLUS 5% - 10% LANDMARK PREMIUM
INSURANCE @ 75¢ per $100 of Replacement Cost (New) Value (AVG
TO HIGH)

$1,680,000

PLUS 5% - 10% LANDMARK PREMIUM

$2,520,000

$880,000
$1,600,000

TO

$0.75

$1,760,000
$2,400,000

TO

$2,640,000

The above grid shows the calculation of the insurable value. A normal standard 10% has been
deducted for generic, non-insurable items.
The insurable value is a rounded $320,000,000 or $294.37 per SF of GBA.
At the bottom of the grid are sample premium calculations with rates configured at various levels
from 25¢ per $100 of insured value to 75¢ per $100 of insured value. Of course, these are presented as generalized examples. Actual policies and premium levels for any given property may
vary considerably from these amounts.
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After consideration of all details of which we have knowledge and based upon our experience,
we estimate the replacement values new for the subject improvement at the, as of the inspection and effective date of November 21, 2013, is:
TOTAL REPLACEMENT COST NEW OF
REDACTED INFORMATION
THREE HUNDRED FIFTY-FIVE MILLION DOLLARS
$355,000,000
INSURABLE VALUE
After consideration of all details of which we have knowledge and based upon our experience,
we estimate the insurable value for the subject improvement at, as of the inspection and effective date of November 21, 2013, is:
TOTAL INSURABLE VALUE OF
REDACTED INFORMATION
THREE HUNDRED TWENTY MILLION
$320,000,000
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RECONCILIATION AND FINAL VALUE ESTIMATE
In arriving at our final estimate of value, we have considered a modified Cost Approach, having determined that both the Sales Comparison and Income Approaches to value did not apply to the type of value being sought.
A modified Cost Approach is applicable to the valuation of the subject property since the replacement value sought is “new” as if the improvements were being considered for reconstruction and where depreciation would be minimal. The exterior appears to be well maintained, especially in accordance with the more stringent standards imposed by the building’s
landmark status. Because the insurable value sought did not require a land value, the estimate
of value via the Cost Approach methodology is modified, eliminating this normally present
component. The insurable value sought emanates from the replacement value new for the
subject improvement. It is the replacement value less 10% for non-insurable items.
The Sales Comparison Approach is based upon what comparable properties are selling for in
the marketplace. The value derived from the application of this methodology has nothing to do
with the improvement’s replacement value. Therefore, it too has no applicability to the appraisal
problem addressed by this report.
The Income Approach is based on a property's income producing characteristics. Again, replacement value of the improvement does not enter into the computation of value under this
methodology. Therefore, given the inappropriateness of this method, it was deemed unsuitable
for use with the subject property.
After consideration of such factors as the location, size, shape, and accessibility of the land and
buildings; the type, size, use, design, and quality of the improvements; zoning restrictions, legal
restrictions, and all other factors of which we have knowledge, it is our opinion that the replacement costs new of the individual subject properties, as of November 21, 2013, the effective date of the appraisal, are, via a modified Cost Approach:
TOTAL REPLACEMENT COST NEW
REDACTED INFORMATION
THREE HUNDRED FIFTY-FIVE MILLION DOLLARS
$355,000,000
Likewise, the insurable value of the subject building, as of the appraisal’s effective date of November 21, 2013, is:
TOTAL INSURABLE VALUE OF
REDACTED INFORMATION
THREE HUNDRED TWENTY MILLION
$320,000,000
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EXHIBIT A
ENGAGEMENT LETTER
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REDACTED INFORMATION
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REDACTED INFORMATION
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REDACTED INFORMATION
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REDACTED INFORMATION
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EXHIBIT B
APPRAISER QUALIFICATIONS
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REDACTED INFORMATION
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REDACTED INFORMATION
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EXHIBIT C
APPRAISAL LICENSE
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REDACTED INFORMATION
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ASSUMPTIONS AND LIMITING CONDITIONS
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ASSUMPTIONS AND LIMITING CONDITIONS
The certification of the Appraiser appearing in the appraisal report is subject to the following
conditions and to such other specific and limiting conditions as are set forth by the Appraiser in
the report.
1. No opinion is intended or expressed and no responsibility is assumed for the legal
description or for any matters that are legal in nature or require legal expertise or
specialized knowledge beyond that of a real estate appraiser. Title to the Property is
assumed good and marketable and the Property is assumed free and clear of all
liens unless otherwise stated. No survey of the Property was undertaken.
2. The information contained in the Report or upon which the Report is based has been
gathered from sources the Appraiser assumes to be reliable and accurate. The client
may have provided some of the information. Neither the Appraisers nor shall be responsible for the accuracy or completeness of such information, including the correctness of estimates, opinions, dimensions, sketches, exhibits and factual matters.
Any authorized user of the Report is obligated to bring to the attention of . any inaccuracies or errors that it believes are contained in the Report.
3. The opinions are only as of the date stated in the Report. Changes since that date in
external and market factors or in the property itself can significantly affect the conclusions in the Report.
4. The Report is to be used in whole and not in part. No part of the Report shall be used
in conjunction with any other analyses. Publication of the Report or any portion
thereof without the prior written consent of is prohibited.
5. Except as may be otherwise stated in the letter of engagement, the Report may not
be used by any person(s) other than the party(ies) to whom it is addressed or for
purposes other than that for which it was prepared. No part of the Report shall be
conveyed to the public through advertising, or used in any sales, promotion, offering
or SEC material without .’s prior written consent. Any authorized user(s) of this Report who provides a copy to, or permits reliance thereon by, any person or entity not
authorized by . in writing to use or rely thereon, hereby agrees to indemnify and hold
, its affiliates and their respective shareholders, directors, officers and employees,
harmless from and against all damages, expenses, claims and costs, including attorneys' fees, incurred in investigating and defending any claim arising from or in any
way connected to the use of, or reliance upon, the Report by any such unauthorized
person(s) or entity(ies).
6. Except as may be otherwise stated in any verbal or letter of engagement, the Appraiser shall not be required to give testimony in any court or administrative proceeding relating to the Property or the Appraisal.
7. The Report assumes (a) responsible ownership and competent management of the
Property; (b) there are no hidden or unapparent conditions of the Property, subsoil or
structures that render the Property more or less valuable (no responsibility is assumed for such conditions or for arranging for engineering studies that may be re-
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quired to discover them); (c) full compliance with all applicable federal, state and local zoning and environmental regulations and laws, unless noncompliance is stated,
defined and considered in the Report; and (d) all required licenses, certificates of occupancy and other governmental consents have been or can be obtained and renewed for any use on which the value opinion contained in the Report is based.
8. The interior physical condition of the improvement considered in the Report is predicated upon the visual inspection by the Appraisers or other persons identified in the
Report as of November 21, 2013. Neither ., nor the appraiser(s) assume(s) responsibility for the soundness of structural components or for the condition of mechanical
equipment, plumbing or electrical components nor for their actual condition as of the
effective date of the appraisal, which is November 21, 2013.
9. If applicable, the forecasted potential gross income referred to in the Report may be
based on lease summaries provided by the owner or third parties. The Report assumes no responsibility for the authenticity or completeness of lease information
provided by others. . recommends that legal advice be obtained regarding the interpretation of lease provisions and the contractual rights of parties.
10. Any forecasts (if applicable) of income and expenses are not predictions of the future. Rather, they are the Appraiser's best opinions of current market thinking on future income and expenses. The Appraiser and . make no warranty or representation
that these forecasts will materialize. The real estate market is constantly fluctuating
and changing. It is not the Appraiser's task to predict or in any way warrant the conditions of a future real estate market; the Appraiser can only reflect what the investment community, as of the date of the Report, envisages for the future in terms of
rental rates, expenses, and supply and demand.
11. Unless otherwise stated in the Report, the existence of potentially hazardous or toxic
materials that may have been used in the construction or maintenance of the improvements or may be located at or about the Property was not considered in arriving at the opinion of value. These materials (such as formaldehyde foam insulation,
asbestos insulation and other potentially hazardous materials) may adversely affect
the value of the Property. The Appraisers are not qualified to detect such substances. . recommends that an environmental expert be employed to determine the impact
of these matters on the opinion of value.
12. Unless otherwise stated in the Report, compliance with the requirements of the
Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 (ADA) has not been considered in arriving at
the opinion of value. Failure to comply with the requirements of the ADA may adversely affect the value of the Property. . recommends that an expert in this field be
employed to determine the compliance of the Property with the requirements of the
ADA and the impact of these matters on the opinion of value.
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13. If the Report is submitted to a lender or investor with the prior approval of ., such party should consider this Report as only one factor, together with its independent investment considerations and underwriting criteria, in its overall investment decision.
Such lender or investor is specifically cautioned to understand all Extraordinary Assumptions and Hypothetical Conditions and the Assumptions and Limiting Conditions
incorporated in this Report.
14. In the event of a claim against . or its affiliates or their respective officers or employees or the Appraisers in connection with or in any way relating to this Report or this
engagement, the maximum damages recoverable shall be the amount of the monies
actually collected by . or its affiliates for this Report and under no circumstances shall
any claim for consequential damages be made.
15. If the Report is referred to or included in any offering material or prospectus, the Report shall be deemed referred to or included for informational purposes only and , its
employees and the Appraiser have no liability to such recipients. . disclaims all liability to any party other than the party that retained . to prepare the Report.
16. Any estimate of insurable value, if included within the agreed upon scope of work
and presented within this report, is based upon figures derived from a national cost
estimating service and is developed consistent with industry practices. However, actual local and regional construction costs may vary significantly from our estimate
and individual insurance policies and underwriters have varied specifications, exclusions, and non-insurable items. As such, we strongly recommend that the Client obtain estimates from professionals experienced in establishing insurance coverage for
replacing any structure. This analysis should not be relied upon to determine specific
insurance coverage. Furthermore, we make no warranties regarding the accuracy of
this estimate.
17. By use of this Report each party that uses this Report agrees to be bound by all of
the Assumptions and Limiting Conditions, Hypothetical Conditions and Extraordinary
Assumptions stated herein. These terms are conditioned upon severability. Should
any portion of these terms be found to be legally unenforceable, the remaining provisions shall remain in force.
18. The terms and conditions governing the issuance of this appraisal report are superior
to any and all ancillary conditions promulgated by the client or anyone acting in an
agency capacity on the client’s behalf. Should any provision in these conditions be in
conflict with any other such provision, regardless of how introduced, the terms as
presented herein shall take precedence.
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CERTIFICATION OF THE APPRAISER
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CERTIFICATION OF THE APPRAISER
We certify that, to the best of our knowledge and belief:
§

was employed to appraise the insurable and replacement values of the fee simple interest, as of the effective date of the appraisal on November 21, 2013, for the subject
property located at

§

The statements of fact contained in this report are true and correct.

§

XXXXX inspected the exterior building, and certain common areas of the interior
of the subject building. The date of inspection was November 21, 2013.

§

The report analyses, opinions, and conclusions are limited only by the reported assumptions and limiting conditions and are our personal, impartial and unbiased professional
analyses, opinions, and conclusions.

§

We have no present or prospective interest in the property that is the subject of this report and no personal interest with respect to the parties involved.

§

This appraisal report sets forth all of the limiting conditions (imposed by the terms of our
assignment or by the undersigned) affecting the analyses, opinions and conclusions
contained in this report.

§

We have no bias with respect to the property that is the subject of this report or to the
parties involved with this assignment.

§

Our engagement in this assignment was not contingent upon developing or reporting
predetermined results.

§

Our compensation for completing this assignment is not contingent upon the development or reporting of a predetermined value or direction in value that favors the cause of
the client, the amount of the value opinion, the attainment of a stipulated result, or the
occurrence of a subsequent event directly related to the intended use of this appraisal.

§

The report analyses, opinions, and conclusions were developed, and this report has
been prepared, in conformity with the requirements of the Code of Professional Ethics
and Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice of the Columbia Society, which included the Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice.

§

The use of this report is subject the requirements of the Columbia Society relating to review by its duly authorized representatives.

§

This appraisal complies with FDIC requirements and the Office of Thrift Supervision of
the Department of Treasury's Regulations 12 CFR 34.44.

§

In accordance with USPAP reporting requirements, the appraiser has not performed any
appraisal, consulting or valuation services for the subject property within the past three
(3) years.

§

As of the date of this report, we have completed the continuing education program of the
State of New York.
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Because of our investigation and by virtue of our experience, we have formed the following
opinions of replacement value (new) and insurable value for the residential condominium
building collectively known as [REDACTED INFORMATION] as of November 21, 2013, the
effective date of the appraisal:
TOTAL REPLACEMENT COST NEW
THREE HUNDRED FIFTY-FIVE MILLION DOLLARS
$355,000,000
Likewise, the insurable value of the subject building, as of the appraisal’s effective date of
November 21, 2013, is:
INSURABLE VALUE OF
REDACTED INFORMATION
THREE HUNDRED TWENTY MILLION DOLLARS
$320,000,000
Very truly yours,

January 17, 2014
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